Evidence Shows Sexual Orientation Can Change:
Debunking the Myth of “Immutability”
Peter Sprigg
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
Many of the advances of the homosexual movement have been based on the claim that sexual orientation
is “immutable.” For example, Justice Anthony Kennedy’s majority opinion in the 2015 Supreme Court
case that redefined marriage to include same-sex couples rested upon that assertion. Key policy issues
still being debated in which the supposed “immutability” of sexual orientation can be an issue include
efforts by LGB activists to expand non-discrimination laws to protect sexual orientation (such as the
proposed federal “Equality Act”), and efforts to restrict or ban sexual orientation change efforts (SOCE),
sometimes called “conversion therapy.”
The concept of “sexual orientation” is multi-faceted, involving a combination of attractions, behaviors,
and personal identity. Changes in any of these elements (sometimes called “sexual fluidity”), and a lack
of “stability” or “exclusivity” in or among them, represents evidence that sexual orientation can change.
This paper reports results from four large data sets reflecting longitudinal analysis of the same
individuals over time in population-based samples (three from the United States and one from New
Zealand). All demonstrate that significant change in each of the elements of sexual orientation is
possible. The percentage changing from homosexuality to heterosexuality ranged from 13% to 53%,
while the percentage changing from heterosexuality to homosexuality ranged only from 1% to 12%. This
suggests that heterosexuality is largely stable but homosexuality is not. In one survey of “same-sex
attracted respondents,” up to 38% of men and 53% of women “changed to heterosexuality” in only a sixyear period.
FRC endorses the call by pro-LGB scholars Lisa Diamond and Clifford Rosky to “abandon the
immutability argument once and for all.” Diamond, Rosky, and others on the Left argue that a belief in
personal freedom should be sufficient support for pro-homosexual policies. However, this amounts to
substituting the principles of the sexual revolution for the principles of the civil rights movement. The
public would be wise to question instead whether the goals of the homosexual movement can be
justified at all.
***
Introduction
Many of the gains that have been made by the homosexual movement—in public opinion, in legislation,
and in the law—have rested upon the claim that “sexual orientation” is a personal characteristic that is
“immutable” (“not capable of or susceptible to change”1).
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The heart of the theory has been that any laws or practices which in any way disadvantage gays or
lesbians—from making sodomy a crime to defining marriage as the union of a man and a woman to
employment discrimination—are inherently unjust because a person’s sexual orientation (like their race)
is fixed at (or before) birth and can never be changed through the life course.
This “immutability argument” played a central role in the most significant triumph for the homosexual
political movement yet—the 2015 decision by the U.S. Supreme Court (Obergefell v. Hodges) to strike
down all state laws that defined marriage as the union of one man and one woman. Justice Anthony
Kennedy, writing for the slim 5-4 majority, asserted the immutability of sexual orientation in his review
of “the Nation’s experiences with the rights of gays and lesbians,” declaring, “Only in more recent years
have psychiatrists and others recognized that sexual orientation is both a normal expression of human
sexuality and immutable.”2 And he asserted its relevance to the case by saying, “Far from seeking to
devalue marriage, the petitioners seek it for themselves . . . . And their immutable nature dictates that
same-sex marriage is their only real path to this profound commitment.”3
Because sexual orientation is immutable, according to Justice Kennedy, an entire class of people was
being denied any opportunity ever to exercise the “fundamental right” of marriage.4 That is why he
deemed it necessary to strike down the one-man-one-woman marriage laws.5
Is Justice Kennedy’s blanket declaration that “sexual orientation is . . . immutable” true? This paper will
demonstrate that it is not—and the contrary evidence, that sexual orientation can change, has only been
growing.6
Key Issues
Although the Supreme Court essentially took the marriage issue out of the realm of democratic decisionmaking with their decision dictating a nationwide redefinition of marriage, there are still at least two
very live issues of political and legislative debate in which the immutability of sexual orientation can be
expected to influence the opinions of the public and of legislators, and thus possibly the outcome of the
debate.
“Civil Rights” or “Non-Discrimination”
The first of these issues is the effort—first begun over forty years ago—to add “sexual orientation” (as
well as, usually, “gender identity,” although this paper does not address that) to laws prohibiting
“discrimination” in employment, public accommodations, and/or other areas of the law. Such efforts
have been pursued at the local, state, and federal levels; and as this paper went to press the new
Democratic majority in the U.S. House of Representatives had just announced a push for the passage of
the latest version of such legislation at the federal level, the so-called “Equality Act.”7 (Family Research
Council’s critique of an earlier version of the “Equality Act” can be found online.8) Also at issue could be
policy decisions by private organizations, such as corporations or schools and colleges, to adopt “sexual
orientation” as a protected category in their own internal non-discrimination policies.
The “immutability” question is relevant to this issue because the original paradigm for nondiscrimination laws and policies arose in the context of efforts to end discrimination based on race—a
characteristic which is clearly inborn, involuntary, and immutable. In fact, the Equality Act would
amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964—the key federal law to prohibit racial discrimination in employment
and public accommodations—to add “sexual orientation” as a protected category. The argument that
“sexual orientation” is immutable is used to support the idea that sexual orientation is comparable to
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race, and therefore worthy of the same protection. A dramatic example was when The Advocate, the
leading LGBT news magazine in the U.S., ran a cover in 2008 that starkly declared, “Gay Is the New
Black.”9
Bans on Sexual Orientation Change Efforts
Pro-homosexual activists have long been critical of various forms of counselling or psychotherapy
intended to help people with unwanted same-sex attractions to overcome those feelings.10 This kind of
counselling or therapy can be referred to as “sexual orientation change efforts” (SOCE), or so-called
“conversion therapy.”11 Given that virtually all SOCE therapists offer it only for willing clients, there is
somewhat of a chicken and egg question in understanding the hostility of homosexual activists to SOCE.
Do they sincerely believe that sexual orientation is immutable—and therefore that efforts to change it are
doomed to failure? Or are they bothered mostly by the fact that some clients and therapists—however
small a minority—see homosexuality as something undesirable, and are they simply using arguments
about immutability as a tactic to end a practice they find offensive?
In any case, arguments about the immutability of sexual orientation are clearly relevant to the debates
over SOCE. If it has been proven that sexual orientation can never change, then therapeutic efforts to
achieve such an outcome are futile (and, as California’s failed therapy ban of 2018, AB 2943, declared,
even fraudulent12). On the other hand, if there is evidence that sexual orientation can change, even
outside the context of therapy, that would make the possibility of therapy-induced change seem much
more plausible.
I have written elsewhere about sexual orientation change efforts, concluding that critics’ assertions that
they are ineffective and harmful are not supported by the evidence.13 However, please note that this
paper is not intended to address SOCE per se, but only the prefatory question of whether sexual
orientation change is possible under any circumstances.
As will be shown, a number of scholars—including ones who self-identify as gay or lesbian or are openly
supportive of the homosexual movement—have concluded from the evidence that in fact sexual
orientation can change over time. Some of those scholars remain skeptical of SOCE, however. I argue,
though, from the analogy of weight loss. To say that sexual orientation can change, but never by
therapeutic means, is like saying that overweight people can lose weight spontaneously—but never by
adopting a diet and exercise regimen! This seems implausible, to say the least—although the long-term
effectiveness of any particular diet and exercise regimen, like the long-term effect of any therapy related
to sexual orientation, is still worthy of study.
What is “Sexual Orientation?”
To address the issue of whether sexual orientation can change, we must first have a clear understanding
of what sexual orientation is. It is often assumed that sexual orientation is a unitary characteristic whose
meaning is self-evident. This, however, is not the case.
Typically, when a definition of “sexual orientation” is offered, it is defined in terms of a person’s
subjective attractions—is the individual sexually attracted to persons of the opposite sex (heterosexual),
the same sex (homosexual), or both sexes (bisexual)?
However, there are at least two other aspects of sexual orientation. One is a person’s actual sexual
behavior—does the individual have a sexual partner or partners only of the opposite sex, only of the same
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sex, or of both sexes? The other is an person’s self-identification—does the individual think of herself or
himself—or identify herself or himself to others—as “straight,” “gay” or “lesbian,” “bisexual,” or
something else?
The American Psychological Association defines sexual orientation this way (emphasis added):
Sexual orientation refers to an enduring pattern of emotional, romantic, and/or sexual attractions
to men, women, or both sexes. Sexual orientation also refers to a person’s sense of identity based on
those attractions, related behaviors, and membership in a community of others who share those
attractions [emphasis added].14
Thus, the APA definition includes all three of the components I have mentioned—attractions, behavior,
and identity—while even adding a fourth, “membership in a community.”
One of the first comprehensive modern surveys of sexuality in the United States, the National Health
and Social Life Survey (NHSLS) by the University of Chicago, conducted in 1992 and published in 1994,
reached a similar conclusion. Authors Edward O. Laumann, et al., broke down same-sex sexuality into
“desire,” “behavior,” and “identity,” describing these at various times as “dimensions,” “aspects,” or
“components” of sexual orientation.15
Like the assumption that the meaning of sexual orientation is clear, there is often an assumption that
these three elements of a person’s sexuality—attractions, behavior, and self-identification—will be
consistent with each other, or “congruent.” This assumption, too, is mistaken. Research has clearly
shown, for example, that people who report having exclusively same-sex attractions may not have
exclusively same-sex sexual partners, or people who have exclusively same-sex partners may not
publicly identify as homosexual.
Laumann’s report on the NHSLS data demonstrated this with a Venn diagram showing how much
overlap there is—and is not—between different elements of same-sex sexuality:
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Another chart, drawing on more recent data from a large federal survey, shows the large differences
between various measures of same-sex sexuality:

In fact, the percentage of people who are exclusively homosexual in their sexual behavior for a lifetime is
extraordinarily small, as indicated by this chart also based on the 1994 NHSLS data:

This creates a challenge for labelling any one individual’s “sexual orientation.” If a person has had only
opposite-sex romantic or sexual partners, and publicly identifies as heterosexual, but admits to
experiencing same-sex attractions, are we to say that person is really “gay?” Are we to disregard their
behavior, and disrespect their own self-identification?
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While some may cling to a definition of “sexual orientation” that is based on attractions alone, in the
context of the public policy debates we have mentioned, it is clear that only a broader definition, that
includes both behavior and identification, makes sense. For example, the proposed federal “Equality
Act” would prohibit discrimination on the basis of “sexual orientation,” which it defines as
“homosexuality, heterosexuality, or bisexuality.”16 Yet surely it is the intention of the authors to prohibit
“discrimination” on the basis of homosexual behavior or a homosexual identity—not just on the basis of
homosexual attractions.
The laws recently enacted in some states to restrict “sexual orientation change efforts” (or so-called
“conversion therapy”) explicitly restrict efforts to change behaviors, not just attractions:
“Sexual orientation change efforts” means any practices by mental health providers that seek to
change an individual’s sexual orientation. This includes efforts to change behaviors or gender
expressions, or to eliminate or reduce sexual or romantic attractions or feelings toward
individuals of the same sex.17
Since the proposed legal protections encompass more than just attractions, it seems reasonable that our
examination of the “immutability” of sexual orientation vs. the possibility of “change” should
encompass more than just attractions as well.
What Is a “Change” in Sexual Orientation?
Since “sexual orientation” can involve any of three separate elements—attractions, behavior, and
identity—then “sexual orientation change” should be able to involve any of the three elements as well.
Particularly in the context of the debate over SOCE, it is sometimes assumed that unless a person goes
from exclusively homosexual in attractions, behavior, and identity to exclusively heterosexual on all
three elements, the person has not experienced “sexual orientation change.” However, it is more realistic
to say that if individuals experience a significant level of change in any of these three areas, they have
experienced some meaningful “change” in sexual orientation.
Thus (properly) understood, the evidence in the scholarly literature makes it clear that changes in the
elements of sexual orientation are not only possible—they are fairly common.
How Do Scholars Describe “Sexual Orientation Change?”
One reason many people in the general public may not be aware of the extensive literature on the
possibility of sexual orientation change is that “change” is not the word usually used in the scholarly
literature. Instead, the term “sexual fluidity” is often used. Perhaps the most prominent scholar in the
field, professor Lisa M. Diamond of the University of Utah (who identifies as a lesbian), even wrote an
entire book on her studies regarding women’s sexuality titled Sexual Fluidity.18 Diamond and her law
professor colleague Clifford J. Rosky have written the most comprehensive recent critique of
“immutability,” to which we will return later (and from which we will quote in the course of this
paper).19
On the flip side, the case against the “immutability” of sexual orientation is often not recognized, because
the term used in the literature is “stability.” Studies which find evidence that elements of sexual
orientation lack “stability” over time are studies that undermine the “immutability” thesis, and
demonstrate sexual orientation change instead.20
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A third term to be aware of is “exclusivity.” Surveys may identify a significant number of people who
experience at least some measure of same-sex sexuality (attractions, behavior, or identity)—but the
number who are exclusively homosexual in their attractions, behavior, or self-identification, or in all
three, is usually much smaller.
At one time, we had little way of tracking sexual orientation over time. It is challenging enough to
conduct a survey, representative of the national population, with a large enough sample to generate
significant numbers of respondents who identify with any of the elements of same-sex sexuality. But to
be able to identify changes in sexual orientation, we need such a sample that can be tracked longitudinally
over time—that is, where large numbers of the same individuals are surveyed over a period of time (often
years or even decades) in order to see if their responses change over time.
Fortunately, several such surveys have been conducted over the last two decades or so, providing us
with much better data than what was available before the 21st century. This paper will summarize the
findings of six different studies based on four different databases of longitudinal data. I will go through
them roughly in order of the age groups addressed—two involve the transition from adolescence to
young adulthood, one involves primarily young adults, and one involves adults in mid-life.

Longitudinal Studies of Sexual Orientation
1. National Longitudinal Survey of Adolescent to Adult Health (“Add Health”)21
This survey began with a nationwide, school-based sample of 20,747 7th to 12th graders. Their median
age at the time of the first interviews (Wave 1) was 15.8 years old; they were re-interviewed a year later
(median age 16.7), and Wave 3 consisted of follow-up interviews when participants were between 18 and
26 (median age 21.7).22 Participants were asked about their romantic attractions and sexual behavior in
all three waves; only at Wave 3 were they asked how they identify their sexual orientation.
Attractions and Behaviors
One might expect that if surveys do show change in the components of sexual orientation over time, they
would be likely to move in a direction from heterosexuality toward homosexuality. It might be theorized
that because of the normative nature of heterosexuality, some people who have same-sex attractions
might feel pressure to deny them, not to act upon them, or to conceal same-sex sexual behavior. As time
goes on, they might become more willing to abandon the “mask” of heterosexuality and acknowledge
their homosexual nature. On the other hand, if core sexual orientation is immutable, then those who
show (and acknowledge) manifestations of homosexuality at a young age might be expected to
consolidate that identity as they grow older.
This is not, however, what the research shows. As Ritch Savin-Williams and Geoffrey Ream note in their
2007 article:
Although the between wave agreement data were high (usually around 70% for attraction and 95%
for behavior), this was largely because of the stability of opposite-sex attraction and behavior. . . .
The data . . . highlight the high proportion of participants with same- [homosexual] and both-sex
[bisexual] attraction and behavior that migrated into opposite-sex [heterosexual] categories
between waves.23
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The percentage of “opposite-sex attracted and behaving individuals” (i.e., heterosexuals) who “migrated
to nonheterosexual categories” was much smaller; but because this base population (of heterosexuals)
was much larger, the raw numbers of people moving in that direction (toward same-sex sexuality) was
actually higher.24
However, the authors reiterated,
All attraction categories other than opposite-sex [heterosexual] were associated with a lower
likelihood of stability over time. That is, individuals reporting any same-sex attractions were
more likely to report subsequent shifts in their attractions than were individuals without any
same-sex attractions [heterosexuals].25
In other words, people who at first reported exclusively heterosexual attractions and behavior tended to
remain very stable in their sexuality; but change was much more common among those who reported
any measure of same-sex sexuality.
Even so, one might suppose that the shifts occurring among those who report same-sex sexuality would
be from homosexuality toward bisexuality, or vice versa, rather than shifting toward exclusive
heterosexuality. Yet this also was not borne out:
Those who engaged in same/both-sex [homosexual or bisexual] behavior during the first two
waves were more likely to report Wave 3 exclusive opposite-sex [heterosexual] behavior than
those who engaged in opposite-sex [heterosexual] behavior were to later report same/both-sex
[homosexual or bisexual] behavior.26
In other words, movement from some same-sex behavior to exclusively opposite-sex (heterosexual)
behavior was more common than movement from heterosexual behavior to any same-sex sexual
behavior.
Savin-Williams and Ream also gave some indication of how extraordinarily rare exclusive homosexuality
actually is. For one statistical analysis of behavior, “Same- [homosexual] and both-sex [bisexual]
behavior was collapsed into one category because exclusively same-sex [homosexual] behavior was so
rare in all three waves (usually <1%).”27 The authors also noted that “if having romantic attraction to
both sexes [bisexuality] counted as same-sex oriented, then the prevalence rate was nine times higher
than if the criterion was exclusive same-sex [homosexual] attraction.”28
Identity
Researcher Ritch Savin-Williams of Cornell University and two other researchers re-examined the data
following a fourth wave of interviews, when participants were between 24 and 34 (median age 28.5).29
Their 2012 article examined stability and changes in sexual orientation self-identification between Wave
3 (the first time the identity question was asked) and Wave 4 (approximately six years later).
Survey respondents could identify themselves as “100% heterosexual (straight);” “mostly heterosexual,”
but with some same-sex attractions; “bisexual;” “mostly homosexual,” but with some opposite-sex
attractions; or “100% homosexual (gay).”30
A chart and a table dramatically illustrate the movement that occurred between all of these categories,
just in the six years between Wave 3 and Wave 4. The chart featured the changes in all directions, with
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the exception that the mostly homosexual and 100% homosexual group were combined “in order to
comply with the Add Health contract requiring displayed cell frequencies to be greater or equal to 3”
(yet another indication of how rare exclusive homosexuality is).31
The chart (“Fig. 1 Change in sexual orientation identity between waves”32) gives more detailed
information, but is “unweighted.”33 With that as a caveat, it provides fascinating information as to the
changes that are possible, in what direction, and to what degree.
Since changes from homosexual to heterosexual are the most controversial (particularly in the debate
over SOCE therapy bans), it is interesting to consider the different ways that such a “change” might be
measured.
If we look at anyone with any indication of same-sex attraction (homosexual, bisexual, or “mostly
heterosexual”) and calculate how many had at least some movement in a heterosexual direction, we find
that 105 out of 323 men with same-sex attraction (33%) experienced a change in a heterosexual direction.
Meanwhile 382 out of 907 women with same-sex attraction (42%) moved in a more heterosexual
direction.
However, some might argue that someone who still retains some same-sex attraction (moving, say, from
homosexual to bisexual, or bisexual to “mostly heterosexual”) has not really experienced the kind of
“change” people think of in connection with SOCE therapies. So another question might be: How many
of the people with at least some same-sex attractions saw the elimination of all such attractions and
moved to the “100% heterosexual” category? Among men, this occurred with 95 of 323, or 29% of those
with same-sex attractions. Among women, 306 of 907—34%—lost all same-sex attractions they once had.
Often when people think of “sexual orientation change,” however, they think of a more comprehensive
transformation from homosexual to heterosexual. Yet in the unweighted data, even this most dramatic of
changes in sexual orientation identification, from homosexual (100% or “mostly,” since the chart lumps
them together) to “100% heterosexual,” was actually experienced by 8 of the 113 homosexual men (7%)
and 8 of the 64 homosexual women (12.5%).
The table that presented the weighted data (“Table 2: Sexual orientation identity at Wave 3 and Wave
4”34) had the advantage of separating out all five sexual orientation categories (including “mostly
homosexual” and “100% homosexual,” which were lumped together in the chart). However, it had the
disadvantage of not including the percentage changing from each category to each other category.
Nevertheless, it indicated that even among the respondents who identified as “100% homosexual” in
Wave 3—who one might expect to be the most resistant to change—29.2% of the men and 33.1% of the
women moved “towards heterosexual” identities.
This means that some of the statements in the article’s narrative were actually misleading. For example,
the authors state that “among both sexes the most stable identities were the anchors of the self-reported
sexual orientation identity scale: 100% heterosexual and 100% homosexual.”35 They also note “Wave 3
100% heterosexuals identifying as 100% homosexual in Wave 4” (an example of “individuals who ‘came
out of the closet’”), but declare, “The reverse, 100% homosexuals transitioning to heterosexuality, seldom
occurred.”36
This verbal equivalency between the “100% heterosexual” and “100% homosexual” populations is
falsified by the data showing that the 29.2% of “100% homosexual” men who shifted “towards
heterosexual” identities was ten times the 2.9% of “100% heterosexual” men who shifted “towards
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homosexual” identities; and the 33.1% of “100% homosexual” women who shifted “towards
heterosexual” identities was almost three times the 11.9% of “100% heterosexual” women who shifted
“towards homosexual” identities.37
Diamond and Rosky summarized this article this way:
Of the 5.7% of men and 13.7% of women who chose one of the nonheterosexual descriptors at
Wave 3, 43% of the men and 50% of the women chose a different sexual orientation category six
years later. Of those who changed, two-thirds changed to the category 100% heterosexual
[emphasis in the original].38

2. Growing Up Today Study (GUTS)39
As described in a 2011 article in the Archives of Sexual Behavior by Miles Q. Ott, et al.,
The Growing Up Today Study (GUTS) is a longitudinal cohort study of male and female
adolescents living throughout the United States. GUTS participants were the children of women
in the Nurses’ Health Study II (NHSII), a prospective cohort study of over 116,000 female
registered nurses . . . .40
Children ages 9-14 were first enrolled in the study in 1996. Collection of data on sexual orientation
identity began in 1999, when participants were ages 12-17, and the study reported here included data
from four waves—1999, 2001, 2003, and 2005.41 The Ott et al. study looks at each comparison of one
wave’s responses to the next for an individual as one “transition.” Therefore, in the end the study looked
at data on 26,010 “transitions” provided by 11,109 separate participants.
As with the Add Health studies, respondents were given the opportunity to place themselves in one of
six categories: “completely” or “mostly” heterosexual or homosexual, as well as bisexual or “unsure.”
As with the Savin-Williams, et al. (2012) paper, it was possible to identify transitions from each of the
five sexual orientation identities to each of the others. Ott, et al. reported the key data in two tables (one
for each sex), with each of them broken down by age group into those ages 12-17 or 18-21 at the start of
the transition. Here is some of what I found from examining the data:42
Males 12-17 years old
•
•
•
•
•
•

Of those with any same-sex attraction, 50% (155 out of 310) moved toward a more heterosexual
identity.
Of those with any same-sex attraction, 43% (143/310) lost all same-sex attraction, becoming
“completely heterosexual.”
Of those who initially identified themselves as “completely homosexual,” 25% (7/28) moved
toward a more heterosexual identity.
Of those who initially identified themselves as “completely homosexual,” 11% (3/28) changed to
“completely heterosexual” just two years later.
In contrast, of those who initially identified themselves as “completely heterosexual,” only 3.7%
moved toward a more homosexual identity.
Of those with any opposite-sex attraction, only 4.1% moved toward a more homosexual identity.
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Males 18-21 years old
•

Of those with any same-sex attraction, 29% (73/256) moved toward a more heterosexual identity.

•

Of those with any same-sex attraction, 25% (63/256) lost all same-sex attraction, becoming
“completely heterosexual.”

•

Of those who initially identified themselves as “completely homosexual,” 11% (5/46) moved
toward a more heterosexual identity.

•

Of those who initially identified themselves as “completely homosexual,” 2.2% (1/46) changed to
“completely heterosexual” two years later.

•

In contrast, of those who initially identified themselves as “completely heterosexual,” only 3.9%
moved toward a more homosexual identity.

•

Of those with any opposite-sex attraction, only 4.7% moved toward a more homosexual
identity.43

Females 12-17 years old
•

Of those with any same-sex attraction, 47% (382/817) moved toward a more heterosexual
identity.

•

Of those with any same-sex attraction, 41% (334/817) lost all same-sex attraction, becoming
“completely heterosexual.”

•

Of those who initially identified themselves as “completely homosexual,” 57% (4/7) moved
toward a more heterosexual identity.

•

Of those who initially identified themselves as “completely homosexual,” 29% (2/7) changed to
“completely heterosexual” just two years later.

•

In contrast, of those who initially identified themselves as “completely heterosexual,” only 7.0%
moved toward a more homosexual identity.

•

Of those with any opposite-sex attraction, only 7.1% moved toward a more homosexual identity.

Females 18-21 years old
•

Of those with any same-sex attraction, 35% (290/820) moved toward a more heterosexual
identity.

•

Of those with any same-sex attraction, 29% (235/820) lost all same-sex attraction, becoming
“completely heterosexual.”

•

Of those who initially identified themselves as “completely homosexual,” 35% (7/20) moved
toward a more heterosexual identity.

•

Of those who initially identified themselves as “completely homosexual,” 5% (1/20) changed to
“completely heterosexual” just two years later.
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•

In contrast, of those who initially identified themselves as “completely heterosexual,” only 6.2%
moved toward a more homosexual identity.

•

Of those with any opposite-sex attraction, only 6.7% moved toward a more homosexual
identity.44

Diamond and Rosky summarized the GUTS data in Ott, et al. this way:
Of the 7.5% of men and 8.7% of women who chose a nonheterosexual descriptor at ages 18 to 21,
43% of the men and 46% of the women chose a different category by age 23. Among the samesex-attracted youth who changed, 57% of the men’s changes and 62% of the women’s changes
involved switching to Completely heterosexual [Emphasis in the original].45
Remember that all of the data presented above deals with changes from one wave of data collection to
the next—in other words, changes that occurred in only two years. It is somewhat disappointing that the
paper did not present more comparisons from the first wave of data collection to the last—which might
have yielded even more dramatic rates of change.
Two other facts from this study are worth noting. A theory that youth who describe themselves as
“unsure” of their sexual orientation (what is sometimes called questioning) are likely to be on the way to
adopting a sexual minority (homosexual or bisexual) identity was not borne out. The study found that
“of those who described themselves as ‘unsure’ of their orientation identity at any point, 66% identified
as completely heterosexual at other reports and never went on to describe themselves as a sexual
minority.”46
In addition, the “coming out” scenario described by Savin-Williams, et al.—a transition from
“completely heterosexual” to “completely homosexual”—was vanishingly rare. It occurred in 0.1% of
cases in three of the four groups; among females 12-17 it was reported in less than 0.1% of cases.47 The
modest number who reported the opposite transformation, from “completely homosexual” to
“completely heterosexual” in only two years—a cumulative total of 7 out of 101, or 6.9%—is impressive
by comparison.

3. Dunedin (New Zealand) Multidisciplinary Health and Development Study (DMHD)48
Although most of the longitudinal surveys of sexual orientation have been conducted in the United
States, two important articles have been published concerning findings on this topic from a study of
about 1,000 children who were born in Dunedin, New Zealand in 1972 and 1973. The first, by Nigel
Dickson and two colleagues in 2003, compared answers to questions that were asked about sexual
attractions and behaviors at ages 21 and 26.49
Sexual Attractions, Ages 21-26
Clear data on direction and magnitude of change between the two surveys was provided only for sexual
attractions.50 Unfortunately, the article did not provide the actual questions used in the survey, saying
only that “six Kinsey-style options” were offered.51 Dickson, et al. condensed the responses into three
categories of attraction: “Only opposite sex,” “Occasional attraction to same sex,” and “Major attraction
to same sex.”
Here are the changes in sexual attractions that were described between ages 21 and 26:
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Men
•

Of those with any same-sex [homosexual] attraction (“major” or “occasional”), 30% (6/20) moved
toward more heterosexual attractions.

•

Of those with any same-sex attraction, 25% (5/20) lost all same-sex attraction, moving to “only
opposite sex” attractions.

•

Of those who initially reported “major [homosexual] attraction to same sex,” 20% (1/5) moved
toward more heterosexual attractions.

•

In contrast, of those who initially reported “only opposite sex” attractions, only 2.1% (9/428)
moved toward more homosexual attractions.

Women
•

Of those with any same-sex [homosexual] attraction, 47.5% (19/40) moved toward more
heterosexual attractions.

•

Of those with any same-sex attraction, 40% (16/40) lost all same-sex attraction, moving to “only
opposite sex” attractions.

•

Of those who initially reported “major [homosexual] attraction to same sex,” 63% (5/8) moved
toward more heterosexual attractions.

•

Of the women who initially reported “major [homosexual] attraction to same sex,” 25% (2/8)
moved to “only opposite sex” attractions five years later.

•

In contrast, of those who initially reported “only opposite sex” attractions, only 12% (45/390)
moved toward more homosexual attractions.

The authors concluded:
Much same-sex attraction is non-exclusive and unstable. The large size of this unstable group . . .
is consistent with a large role for the social environment. . . . Overall these findings argue against
any single explanation for homosexual attraction.52
Sexual Attraction, Experience, and Identity, Ages 21-38
A 2013 follow-up article featured results of surveys at the age of 21, 26, 32, and 38.53 Detailed information
was given on rates of change for sexual “attraction” (3 wave-to-wave comparisons, from ages 21 to 38),
sexual behavior or “experience” (2 wave-to-wave comparisons, ages 26-38), and sexual “identity” (one
wave-to-wave comparison, ages 32-38). Because of the relatively low numbers of those reporting samesex attraction, experience, or identity, I have used the Ott, et al. technique of lumping together all
“transitions” from wave to wave to calculate percentages of change. That resulted in the following
calculations:
Attraction, Men
•

Of those with “initially mixed” [opposite-sex and same-sex] attractions, 33% of all transitions
(18/54) were “away from same-sex” attractions.
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•

In contrast, of those with “initially mixed” attractions, only 9.3% of all transitions (5/54) were
“towards same-sex” attractions.

•

Of those with “initially only same” sex attractions, 13% of transitions (2/15) were “away from
same-sex” attractions.

•

In contrast, of those with “initially only opposite” sex attractions, only 1.7% of transitions were
“towards same-sex” attractions.

Attraction, Women
•

Of those with “initially mixed” attractions, 51% of all transitions (88/173) were “away from
same-sex” attractions.

•

In contrast, of those with “initially mixed” attractions, only 8.1% of all transitions (14/173) were
“towards same-sex” attractions.

•

Of those with “initially only same” sex attractions, 33% of transitions (3/9) were “away from
same-sex” attractions.

•

In contrast, of those with “initially only opposite” sex attractions, only 7.8% of transitions were
“towards same-sex” attractions.

Experience, Men
•

Of those with “initially mixed” experience, 60% of all transitions (12/20) were “away from samesex” experience.

•

In contrast, of those with “initially mixed” experience, only 20% of all transitions (4/20) were
“towards same-sex” experience.

•

Of those with “initially only same” sex experience, 9.1% of transitions (1/11) were “away from
same-sex” experience.

•

In contrast, of those with “initially only opposite” sex experience, only 1.2% of transitions were
“towards same-sex” experience.

Experience, Women
•

Of those with “initially mixed” experience, 81% of all transitions (22/27) were “away from samesex” experience.

•

In contrast, of those with “initially mixed” experience, only 11% of all transitions (3/27) were
“towards same-sex” experience.

•

Of those with “initially only same” sex experience, 14% of transitions (1/7) were “away from
same-sex” experience.

•

In contrast, of those with “initially only opposite” sex experience, only 2.3% of transitions were
“towards same-sex” experience.
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Identity, Men
•

Of those who initially had any same-sex sexual identity (“gay” or “bisexual”), 7.1% (1/14)
transitioned “away from same-sex” identities.

•

In contrast, of those who initially had a heterosexual identity, only 1.2% transitioned “towards
same-sex” (“gay” or “bisexual”) identities.

Identity, Women
•

Of those who initially had any same-sex sexual identity (“lesbian” or “bisexual”), 35% (6/17)
transitioned “away from same-sex” identities.

•

In contrast, of those who initially had a heterosexual identity, only 1% transitioned “towards
same-sex” (“lesbian” or “bisexual”) identities.54

This study is valuable for demonstrating that “variation of reported sexual attraction, experiences, and
identity,” already demonstrated in adolescents and young adults, “continues across early and midadulthood.”55 Diamond and Rosky noted that in their summary of the Dunedin data as well, saying:
. . . [R]ates of change do not appear to decline as respondents get older. Rates of change in
attractions among same-sex-attracted men ranged from 26% to 45%, and rates of change in samesex-attracted women ranged from 55% to 60%. Among the same-sex-attracted men reporting
change, between 67% and 100% of the changes were toward heterosexuality, and this also was
true for 83% to 91% of the same-sex-attracted women undergoing changes.56

4. National Survey of Midlife Development in the United States (MIDUS I and II)57
This survey collected data on sexual orientation identity (defined on the basis of sexual attractions) for
2,560 American adults ranging in age at Wave 1 from 25 to 74, with an average age of approximately 47.
Wave 1 data was collected from 1994 to 1995, and Wave 2 data between 2004 and 2006. Only three sexual
orientation identity categories were used: heterosexual, bisexual, and homosexual.
The key data on sexual orientation change was reported in Table 2:58
Identity, Men
•

Of those who initially had any same-sex sexual identity (“homosexual” or “bisexual”), 16%
(6/38) transitioned toward a more heterosexual identity.

•

In contrast, of those who initially had a heterosexual identity, only 0.8% transitioned towards a
more homosexual (“homosexual” or “bisexual”) identity.

Identity, Women
•

Of those who initially had any same-sex sexual identity (“homosexual” or “bisexual”), 50%
(14/28) transitioned toward a more heterosexual identity.

•

In contrast, of those who initially had a heterosexual identity, only 1% transitioned “towards
same-sex” (“lesbian” or “bisexual”) identities.59
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The narrative summary of the results by authors Mock and Eibach said this:
Overall, 55 (2.15%) participants reported a different sexual orientation identity at Wave 2
compared to Wave 1. Among women, 1.36% with a heterosexual identity changed, 63.3% with a
homosexual identity changed, and 64.71% with a bisexual identity changed. Among men, 0.78%
with a heterosexual identity changed, 9.52% with a homosexual identity changed, and 47.06%
with a bisexual identity changed.60
As was evident from the other studies I have examined, the authors noted that “for both men and
women heterosexuality was significantly more stable than homosexuality or bisexuality.”61
Diamond and Rosky noted these highlights from the MIDUS study:
. . . [F]ew respondents (less than 1% among both men and women) described themselves as
homosexual or bisexual. Yet among this group 64% of the women and 26% of the men identified
their sexual orientation differently 10 years later (Mock & Eibach, 2012). Half of the men’s
changes and 55% of the women’s changes involved switching to heterosexuality.62
Does it Matter Whether Sexual Orientation is “Immutable?”
Some people on both sides of the moral, legal, political, and cultural divides over homosexuality have
argued that it really does not matter whether sexual orientation is immutable or not. On the Left, some
argue that individuals should be free to enter into sexual relationships with others of the same sex for
any reason—not just because they have no meaningful alternative. They further argue that those
behavioral choices63 should be protected by law.64
Among conservatives, on the other hand (particularly religious conservatives), some may concede that a
homosexual orientation is immutable—but nevertheless encourage those with such an orientation to
choose abstinence from homosexual relationships in order to comply with religious or moral teachings,
and/or to avoid the health risks associated with homosexual conduct.65
However, there seems to be little doubt that the question of whether sexual orientation is immutable has
a significant impact on public opinion regarding policy issues related to homosexuality. Those who
believe in the immutability of sexual orientation are more likely to take the pro-homosexual position in
policy debates, while those who believe that sexual orientation can change are more likely to question
the need or justification for special laws to protect homosexuals.66
The key role that Justice Kennedy’s belief in the immutability of sexual orientation played in the
Supreme Court’s 2015 marriage decision clearly shows that immutability arguments are still playing a
major role—and still being used to advance “LGBT rights” issues. Ironically, not only was Justice
Kennedy wrong on the science about sexual orientation, but his citation of an amicus (“friend of the
court”) brief in support of this contention does not even appear to have been accurate. Kennedy cited a
brief by the American Psychological Association—but an examination of that brief shows that it does not
even mention the word “immutable” or “immutability.”67 (The closest it comes is to say that sexual
orientation is “highly resistant to change,” but that is not the same as “immutable,” and in other places
the APA has actually made significant concessions regarding the possibility of sexual orientation change
and even the potential benefits of SOCE.68)
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There was, however, a different amicus brief that did make an argument asserting “the immutability of
sexual orientation.”69 However, even this brief made its argument by redefining the concept of
“immutability” to include “characteristics that are capable of being changed but are of such fundamental
importance that persons should not be required to change them, such as religious beliefs.”70
This argument, however, was challenged in a brief filed by psychiatrist Paul McHugh. It argued:
The Court’s jurisprudence makes clear that immutability is a necessary condition for recognizing
a new protected class. The Court’s precedents teach that immutability denotes a characteristic
“determined solely by the accident of birth.”71
McHugh goes on to debunk the idea that homosexuality is innate, and notes, “Sexual orientation can and
often does change over time.”72
The End of Immutability?
As has already been noted, perhaps the strongest critique of the “immutability” theory yet has come
from LGBT allies Lisa Diamond and Clifford Rosky in their 2016 article on “Scrutinizing Immutability.” I
have already cited their summaries of some of the key studies on sexual orientation change. They bring
this data together in a single table showing rates and directions of change in twelve different time
transitions (six for each sex) reported in the four major datasets. In these 12 transitions, the rates of
change from “any same-sex attractions” at the first assessment to “heterosexuality” at the second
assessment ranged from a low of 13% to a high of 53%.73 By contrast, the rates of those “who reported
exclusively heterosexual attractions at first assessment [who] ended up reporting same-sex attractions at
second assessment” ranged from a low of 1% (three times) to a high of 12%.74
Diamond and Rosky, though LGBT allies, were as critical of Justice Kennedy’s remarks in the Obergefell
decision as I have been, describing “the Court’s casual, scientifically inaccurate references to
immutability” and lamenting that “the Supreme Court has a view of sexual orientation that is several
decades out of date.”75
Diamond and Rosky conclude, “Given the consistency of these findings, it is not scientifically accurate to
describe same-sex sexual orientation as a uniformly immutable trait.” 76 Yet as recently as 2014, 200
Western scientists submitted a letter to the President of Uganda that mis-characterized the science:
The authors deployed the same exaggerations of scientific evidence that have long characterized
immutability debates, concluding that “all sexual orientations are biologically based, largely
innate and mostly unchangeable.”77
Therefore, Family Research Council can heartily endorse Diamond and Rosky’s conclusion that “the time
has finally come for U.S. advocates, lawyers, and scientists to abandon the immutability argument once
and for all.”78
Unfortunately, Diamond and Rosky’s careful analysis of the evidence for the generalized possibility of
sexual orientation change is not matched by equally careful analysis of the evidence79 regarding the
possibility of such change being mediated by therapeutic methods (SOCE)—which they dismiss.
Christopher H. Rosik has critiqued this aspect of Diamond and Rosky’s work, writing that “it appears
their ideological and moral commitments kept them from acknowledging (i.e., blinded them to) the
plausibility of therapy-assisted sexual attraction fluidity in the context of SOCE.”80
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Diamond and Rosky, and some other commentators on the Left, still advocate for an LGBT political
agenda—but they do so on the basis of arguments for personal freedom, rather than arguments about
the nature of sexual orientation itself. Social worker Michael C. LaSala put this view colloquially in a
critique of immutability he wrote for Psychology Today:
If we truly believe that it is acceptable to have sexual and romantic relationships with the same
sex, then it shouldn’t matter whether or not sexual orientation is changeable. If it is really OK, we
should be as accepting of a person who has a relationship with a man and then a woman as we
would of someone who usually eats vanilla ice cream and then decides to start eating pistachio.
So what? Sex between two consenting adults, like eating ice cream, should be about pleasure,
personal preferences, or expressions of love and affection, not about social rules and definitions.81
This approach may be appealing to those who have already enlisted as soldiers in the sexual revolution.
However, it amounts to replacing an argument rooted in the principles of “civil rights” with an
argument rooted in the principles of the sexual revolution.
Whether that will be as effective in winning allies for the LGBT movement among the general public
remains to be seen. This paper has presented significant evidence in favor of the possibility of sexual
orientation change and against “immutability,” including surveys showing that of “same-sex attracted
respondents,” up to 38% of men and 53% of women “changed to heterosexuality” in only a six-year
period.82 In light of this evidence debunking one of its key historical premises, the public would be wise
to question whether the goals of the homosexual movement to reshape American law, society, and
institutions can be justified at all.
Peter Sprigg is Senior Fellow for Policy Studies at Family Research Council in Washington, D.C.
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